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Advances in hybrid organic/inorganic architectures for optoelectronics can be achieved by 
understanding how the atomic and electronic degrees of freedom cooperate or compete to 
yield the desired functional properties. Here we show how work-function changes are 
modulated by the structure of the organic components in model hybrid systems. We consider 
two cyano-quinodimethane derivatives (F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ), which are strong 
electron-acceptor molecules, adsorbed on H-Si(111). From systematic structure searches 
employing range-separated hybrid HSE06 functional including many body van der Waals 
contributions, we predict that despite their similar composition, these molecules adsorb with 
significantly different densely-packed geometries in the first layer, due to strong 
intermolecular interaction. F6-TCNNQ shows a much stronger intralayer interaction 
(primarily due to van der Waals contributions) than F4-TCNQ in multilayered structures. The 
densely-packed geometries induce a large interface-charge rearrangement that result in a 
work-function increase of 1.11 and 1.76 eV for F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ, respectively. 
Nuclear fluctuations at room temperature produce a wide distribution of work-function values, 
well modeled by a normal distribution with σ=0.17 eV. We corroborate our findings with 
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experimental evidence of pronounced island formation for F6-TCNNQ on H-Si(111 and with 
the agreement of trends between predicted and measured work-function changes.  
 
Introduction Silicon (Si) is the most commonly and widely used semiconductor device 
component in commercial microelectronics due to its high stability, abundance, and 
technological readiness. To achieve efficient device performance for optoelectronic and 
electronic applications such as solar cells[1] and field-effect transistors[2], appropriate energy 
level alignment and effective charge carrier transport across p-n junction structures are 
necessary. In particular, atomic arrangements and charge redistribution at interfaces are 
crucial design parameters for high-quality devices.[3] However, the design and performance of 
classical Si-based p-n junctions are limited in terms of length scale: Significant degradation of 
the device performance caused by short-channel effects, e.g. tunneling-induced leakage 
currents or drain-induced barrier lowering, can occur when approaching the nanoscale.[4]  
To overcome such drawbacks, hybrid organic/inorganic systems can be a good 
alternative for Si-based nanoscale optoelectronic/electronic devices. Designing hybrid 
heterojunctions with specific electronic properties requires, primarily, the achievement of an 
appropriate energy level alignment of the comprising materials. In this respect, H-Si(111) 
surface, with its work function (Φ) of about 4.3 eV,[5, 6] can be generally regarded as an anode 
material, when interfaced with charge acceptor layers having typically higher Φ. To control 
the level alignment, one may add interlayers of molecular units. If these are composed by 
strong electron acceptors, there will be electron transfer to the molecular layer and hole 
accumulation in the Si anode layer. Good models for the organic electron acceptor component 
are 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyano-quinodi-methane (F4-TCNQ) and 1,3,4,5,7,8-
hexafluorotetracyano-naphthoquinodimethane (F6-TCNNQ) due to their high electron affinity 
of 5.24 eV[7] and 5.60 eV[8], respectively, as measured in neat molecular thin films. 
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The quantitative tuning of the properties of such interfaces depends critically on the 
structure of the organic/inorganic interface, which is an aspect that is rarely properly modelled 
or measured under realistic device conditions.[9-12] In this contribution, we report an 
experimental and theoretical analysis of the interface between F4-TCNQ/F6-TCNNQ and the 
well-defined H-Si(111) surface, with the purpose of understanding the impact of coverage and 
different geometrical arrangements of the organic layers on the electronic structure of the 
interface, including effects of temperature.  
On the theory side, we perform calculations within the all-electron, full-potential, 
numeric atom-centered basis framework of the FHI-aims code.[13] We employ density-
functional theory (DFT) using the screened hybrid Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) 
functional,[14] augmented with many-body dispersion (MBD) van der Waals interactions.[15] 
This functional significantly improves the description of the Kohn-Sham single-particle 
energy levels compared with semilocal approximations, due to the mitigation of the charge 
delocalization error.[16] In particular, for the systems considered here, the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation[17] underestimates the band gap, 
resulting in an unphysically large charge transfer to the organic layer, as schematically shown 
in Figure 1. Experimentally, we characterize these interfaces with X-ray (XPS), ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and scanning force microscopy (SFM).  
In the following, we show the characterization of the atomic structure and the related 
electronic properties of F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ on H-Si(111), highlighting the similarities 
and differences of the theoretical models and the experiment setup. We show how and why 
they exhibit different adsorption geometries and unravel the physical reasons that lead to 
different amounts of charge transfer and interface dipoles that modulate the work function. 
Theoretical Results In our theoretical models, we consider the interface of F4-TCNQ and F6-
TCNNQ with pristine, undoped H-Si(111). Since the atomic structure and the electronic 
properties are interconnected, we performed a systematic structure search employing a grid 
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search algorithm. The search involved 11 types of unit cells (containing 1 and 2 molecules per 
cell) and 124 structures in total (79 for F4-TCNQ and 45 for F6-TCNNQ). Details of this 
search are reported in Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting Information (SI). As shown in Figure 
2a, the interfaces of F4-TCNQ or F6-TCNNQ with H-Si(111) exhibit significantly different 
structural arrangements under distinct molecular packing densities of a self-assembled 
monolayer. We define the packing density θp as the number of molecules in the unit cell 
divided by the number of atoms in the top Si layer in the respective cell. We regard only 
interaction energies, assuming a fixed amount of molecules per unit area and disregarding an 
equilibrium with an external reservoir.  
For both molecules, at low θp (below approximately 11%), the energetically most stable 
adsorption configuration is a flat-lying geometry in which the symmetric planes of the 
molecules tend to follow hydrogen rows, and N atoms prefer to be in the center of the triangle 
enclosed by three surface hydrogens shown in Figure S3 in SI. We also observe that F4-
TCNQ (F6-TCNNQ) undergoes a pronounced geometrical distortion in the z-direction 
(normal to the interface), resulting in a vertical bending, Δd, of approximately 0.4 Å (0.5 Å) 
due to interaction with the surface. 
As shown in Figure 2a, at θp between about 15% and 25%, the energetically most stable 
structures of F4-TCNQ change from lying-flat to significantly inclined, with the short axis of 
the molecule forming an acute angle to the surface normal ("short-tilted"). At θp ≥ 25%, the 
most stable geometries are tilted molecules with the long axis forming an acute angle to the 
surface normal ("long-tilted"). Within the models studied here, the most stable structure over 
all packing densities is found at θp = 25% where the long axis of the molecule presents an 
angle β ≈ 63° to the surface normal. For F6-TCNNQ, on the other hand, while an increase in 
packing density also stabilizes geometries where molecules stand on the surface, the most 
stable conformation is found to be the one where the short axis of the molecule forms an 
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angle β ≈ 35° to the surface normal, also at θp = 25%. The phases at much higher packing 
densities, e.g. 50%, become less stable, primarily due to steric effects. 
To understand the physical reasons behind the preferred adsorption geometries, the most 
stable structures at each packing density can be regarded as the result of the energy balance 
between the molecule-substrate (labeled by green diamonds in Figure 2b,c) and molecule-
molecule (labeled by blue triangles in Figure 2b,c) interactions. Figures 2b and 2c show that 
the interaction between molecules and substrate dominates at low θp, whereas at θp ≈ 20% the 
molecule-molecule interaction starts to dominate. We also found that the interaction between 
molecules is slightly repulsive when molecules lie down on the substrate, whereas it is 
strongly attractive at tilted configurations. This behavior of molecule-molecule interaction can 
be understood by the net charge of the molecules, as discussed further below. 
The fact that these molecular acceptors strongly prefer this tightly packed arrangement 
implies that they may tend to form islands on this surface. We thus investigated whether 
multilayers or more tightly packed geometries (with random relative angles) within the first 
layer are energetically favored. For the tighter packing in the first layer, a 2 3	× 3 H-Si(111) 
unit cell with two molecules in the unit cell (θp ≈ 33.3%) was considered. For modeling 
multilayers, we considered the most stable monolayer structure and added additional layers in 
different orientations (models shown in Figure 3a). The adsorption energies per layer for 
these models are illustrated in Figure 3b. The results reveal that forming the second layer is 
energetically more favorable than the first layer by 0.2 eV/molecule for F4-TCNQ, but less 
stable than the monolayer ordered structure for F6-TCNNQ. The molecular phases for the 
tighter packing of the first layer are found to be considerably less energetically favored. 
Another important point is that additional layers of F4-TCNQ/H-Si(111) show no preference 
to be ordered in parallel or zigzag stacking arrangements. For F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111), instead, 
the second layer prefers to be oriented in a zigzag arrangement, while at the fourth layer the 
parallel arrangement dominates.  
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The layer formation energy can also be decomposed in an interlayer and intralayer 
component, as shown in Figure 3b. This decomposition shows that while for F4-TCNQ both 
interlayer and intralayer interactions are comparable up to 4 layers, in the case of F6-TCNNQ 
the intralayer interaction is 0.6 to 0.7 eV stronger than the interlayer interaction for the second 
and third layers. Additionally, we find that this difference in the intralayer interaction between 
the two cases is predominantly due to intermolecular van der Waals (vdW) interactions. The 
intralayer contribution from vdW is twice stronger for F6-TCNNQ than for F4-TCNQ, while 
the interlayer contribution is similar, as shown in Figure 3c. 
Having unraveled the atomic structure of these interfaces, we focus on their electronic 
properties. The charge rearrangement of the heterosystem, Δρ, can be obtained by calculating 
Δρ = ρfull - ρsurf - ρmol where ρ represents the electron density of each system (full, clean 
surface, and molecular layer) integrated in the directions parallel to the surface. This quantity 
at low and high packing densities for F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111) is shown in Figure 4a,b. Positive 
and negative values indicate electron accumulation and depletion, respectively. This analysis 
demonstrates that electron density is transferred from the surface Si and H atoms to the 
molecules. Similar results for F4-TCNQ/H-Si(111) are presented in Figure S5a,b in SI. The 
charge on a molecule is obtained by integrating Δρ and finding the point of charge 
compensation at the interface. We predict F4-TCNQ (F6-TCNNQ) to be charged with 0.36 
(0.40) electrons when lying flat on the surface (low-coverages) and with 0.07 (0.12) electrons 
at the higher packing densities. The charge density per area remains approximately constant 
for F4-TCNQ (around 1.4 × 10-3 e/Å2) and increases slightly at high packing densities for F6-
TCNNQ (1.6 × 10-3 e/Å2 at the θp of 5% and 2.4 × 10-3 e/Å2 at 25%). 
To identify the electronic levels that play a key role at the interface, the projected density 
of states (PDOS) for F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111) is shown in Figure 4c. The top and bottom panels 
stand for the high and low packing densities. Through a comparison to the electronic levels in 
the isolated molecule and the expected level alignment, we can identify the orbitals that 
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corresponded to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO), and the HOMO-1 before contact. It reveals that the initially 
empty LUMO in the isolated molecule becomes partially filled upon adsorption on H-Si(111) 
surface due to the electron transfer from the Si substrate. For low θp, we also observe a 
symmetry breaking of the spin-up and spin-down channels, which is not manifested at higher 
θp. With respect to the electronic properties, F4-TCNQ behaves in a similar way even if the 
structures at high θp are different (Figure S5c in SI). The PDOS for multilayered F6-TCNNQ 
on H-Si(111), shown in Figure 4d, corroborates that the (small) charge transfer exclusively 
takes place within the first molecular layer, while the other layers of F6-TCNNQ remain 
neutral. The shift of the molecular PDOS of the second and third layers to higher energies 
serves as an effective probe of the dipole induced by the first layer. 
We calculated the N1s core level shifts (CLS) between the lying-down (θp = 5%) and 
tilted (θp = 25%) configurations (case 1), and also between the lying-down molecule and the 
zigzag configuration of multilayers adsorbed on H-Si(111) (case 2) using the Slater-Janak 
transition state approximation[19] (details in Table S1 in the SI). We considered N atoms in the 
first molecular layer and CLSs are calculated to be 0.68 eV and 0.95 eV for F4-TCNQ/H-
Si(111), 1.14 eV and 1.41 eV for F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111) in case 1 and case 2, respectively. 
On the basis of the charge redistribution at the interface between the H-Si(111) and 
molecules, we calculated the ΔΦ as functions of θp and the multilayer models for each 
adsorbed molecule, as illustrated in Figure 4e. The calculated results show that the ΔΦ 
increases with two molecular layers (ML), and saturates with more layers (> 2MLs) for both 
molecules. We predict a work function increase of 1.11 eV for F4-TCNQ and 1.76 eV for F6-
TCNNQ. The calculated ΔΦ can be decomposed into a contribution of the molecular dipole 
(MD) and the interface charge rearrangement (CR) (ΔΦ = ΔΦMD + ΔΦCR).[9,10] As reported in 
Table 1, only for the case of low θp (θp = 5%), ΔΦMD has a non-zero contribution due to the 
bending of the molecule that produces a small positive dipole moment in the z-axis (0.17 eÅ 
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for F4-TCNQ and 0.20 eÅ for F6-TCNNQ). This leads to a Φ decrease of 0.12 eV (0.15 eV) 
for the F4-TCNQ (F6-TCNNQ)/H-Si interface. On the other hand, the charge rearrangement 
at the interface induces a negative dipole moment in the z-direction (pointing towards the 
surface), resulting in band-bending and a Φ increase of 0.83 eV (0.91 eV) for F4-TCNQ (F6-
TCNNQ). For high θp of one molecular layer (θp = 25%), only ΔΦCR plays a dominant role, 
since there is no permanent dipole on the molecules. The presence and absence of this 
molecular dipole is the main reason for the increase in Φ when going from θp of 5% to 25%. 
In F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111) not only the absence of the molecular dipole, but also the increased 
charge transfer to the organic layer contribute to the larger ΔΦ at θp = 25%.  
To examine the impact of temperature on ΔΦ, we show the distribution of Φ values 
obtained from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations at 300 K for systems containing one 
and two ML of F4-TCNQ adsorbed on 4 bilayers of the H-Si(111) surface as illustrated in 
Figure 4f. These simulations were performed with the PBE+MBD functional, and the 
calculated ΔΦ values were shifted to reflect HSE06+MBD values (see Methods). 
Temperature indeed affects the average value of ΔΦ for the adsorbed monolayer, causing an 
increase in ΔΦ by approximately 0.13 eV. For the bilayer, the shift is slightly smaller, of 
approximately 0.07 eV. Even more striking, however, is that the variation of the overall Φ 
over a time window encompassing a few ps is almost 1 eV. By fitting a Gaussian to these 
distributions, we determined the standard deviation to be σ = 0.17 eV at room temperature, 
corresponding to 6.5 times the thermal energy. 
Experimental Results Experiments were conducted on a n-doped H-Si(111) substrate, with 
doping concentration of 1013-1014 cm-3, with 4% C and 2% O residuals in the substrate used 
for F4-TCNQ deposition and 10% C and 7% O residuals in the substrate used for F6-TCNNQ 
deposition (XPS), as well as step terraces of 2.7Å height (SFM). The work function of the 
bare H-Si(111) was determined to be 4.3±0.2 eV by the extrapolation of the secondary 
electron cut-off (SECO) obtained by UPS, consistent with values reported in literature.[S1, S2] 
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The binding energy of the Si2p3/2 peak was 99.1±0.1 eV, indicating an initial upward band 
bending by approximately 0.4±0.1 eV.[S2] This surface band bending is caused by the presence 
of surface states, which are attributed to unsaturated dangling bonds.[S3] After molecular 
adsorption a further upward band bending of approximately 0.2 eV was observed (see SI). 
SFM images of H-Si(111) covered with a nominal thickness (calculated from the deposited 
mass and assuming layer by layer growth) of 1.2 nm of F4-TCNQ and 1.6 nm of F6-TCNNQ 
are shown in Figure 5. It is observed that F4-TCNQ forms plateaus consistent with the 
existence of areas containing 1 to 3 layers of molecules, but F6-TCNNQ forms pronounced 
tall islands. The average height of these islands is 40 nm and they cover approximately 3 % of 
the surface.  
The XPS N1s core level spectra after molecule adsorption exhibit two distinct peaks, 
which are assigned to neutral and charged molecules at higher and lower binding energy, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 6a. The energy difference between the centers of these peaks 
is around 1.4 eV for F4-TCNQ and 1.7 eV for F6-TCNNQ. From the area ratio of the two 
peaks, the fraction of charged molecules is estimated to be approximately 38% for F4-TCNQ 
and 29% for F6-TCNNQ. It should be noted that most of the signal derives from the 
monolayer (or few layers) areas. 
The ΔΦ of both F4-TCNQ/H-Si(111) and F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111) are shown in Figure 
6b. The values of Φ at different nominal coverages were obtained through the secondary 
electron cutoff (SECO) by UPS (details in Figure S11 in SI) and the initial measured band 
bending of the bare substrate was considered as an offset to calculate ΔΦ. The results show 
that ΔΦ saturates gradually as a function of nominal coverage and this saturation is slower for 
F6-TCNNQ than for F4-TCNQ, indicating different growth modes. 
Discussion Despite the differences in the experimental setup and the theoretical models that 
we consider, there are qualitative trends that can be compared between these sets of data and 
that provide a deep understanding of the physics in this hybrid organic/inorganic setup. The 
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strong island formation propensity observed in the AFM measurements of F6-TCNNQ and 
the smoother multilayer coverage of F4-TCNQ can be connected to the much stronger 
intralayer interaction of F6-TCNNQ, most of which is attributed to van der Waals interactions. 
Even without simulating the kinetics of island formation, this strong intermolecular enthalpic 
contribution in F6-TCNNQ is most likely the main contribution that drives molecular 
aggregation and wins over a smoother multilayer formation, as in the case of F4-TCNQ. The 
fact that we only consider relatively small unit-cell areas in this study means that the exact 
atomic arrangement of the molecular layers may be slightly different in reality. However, we 
expect the trends in structural arrangements at different packing densities to hold even in 
more complex architectures. 
Regarding the orientation of the adsorbates, in Ref. 12, the structure of F4-TCNQ/H-
Si(111) was characterized by means of angle-dependent infrared spectroscopy. In that case, 
F4-TCNQ was deposited on H-Si(111) by the wet chemical method, such that the first layer is 
more consistent with the low packing-densities in our theoretical model. They conclude that at 
those packing densities, the first layer is composed of molecules lying flat on the substrate 
(consistent with our results), and that multilayer structures are not oriented in any particular 
order, in agreement with our calculations. 
Regarding the electronic structure, the experimental N1s CLS suggest that neutral and 
negatively charged molecules coexist within the first layers. A comparison with calculations 
suggest two possible scenarios. One scenario would be that there are areas of the surface 
where the organic molecules are adsorbing in relatively isolated flat-lying configurations and 
thus more negatively charged, and others where they adsorb tilted and within multilayer 
islands or plateaus – in which the bottom layer is charged but the higher layers are not. This 
inhomogeneity could stem from steps and defects on the surface and cannot be ruled out for 
the samples investigated here. The other scenario would be, instead, that the electrons 
transferred from the surface to the adsorbed molecules distribute unevenly between the 
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molecules. Such disproportionation has been reported previously for other systems.[20] We 
considered up to three tilted molecules in the unit cell and included larger fractions of exact 
exchange in the HSE06 functional (up to 100%), but no charge disproportionation was found. 
This indicates that the first scenario may be correct, or there is a fundamental difference 
between the charge transfer behavior between the doped and undoped substrate. Due to the 
high density of states close to the VBM in this system we expect this not to be the case, but 
cannot rule it out. We conclude that in order to fully resolve this issue, complementary 
experiments with varying surface defect density and molecular coverage, as well as a broader 
large-cell combinatorial structure search including defects and doping would be needed, 
which are beyond the scope of this manuscript. Nonetheless, both scenarios are compatible 
with all other analysis and conclusions in this work. 
The calculated values for ΔΦ on pristine H-Si(111) can only be qualitatively 
compared to the experimental ΔΦ, where steps, defects, and impurities (as well as inherent n-
doping) are known to be present. It is nevertheless encouraging that the calculated values are 
quite close to experiment and we find agreement in the trend that F6-TCNNQ induces a larger 
ΔΦ than F4-TCNQ. Additionally, our theoretical models are consistent with the SK island 
growth mode of F6-TCNNQ and we can observe that temperature shifts ΔΦ upwards for F4-
TCNQ. We stress that using the HSE06(+MBD) functional (instead of, e.g., PBE) and 
considering multiple layers is essential to obtain even this qualitative agreement. We observe 
that the large variation of the interface dipole due to nuclear fluctuations at finite temperatures 
can impact the band offset and level-alignment in semiconductor interfaces. For the design of 
electronic devices based on organic/inorganic hybrid materials, this temperature effect is a 
crucial parameter to consider, and experimental reports of unusual temperature dependences 
of Schottky-barrier heights that could be related to such broad work-function distributions 
have been recently reported.[21] 
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For setting our results into a broader context, we compare experimental ΔΦ values 
induced by F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ deposited on a wide range of different substrates, as 
reported in the literature, in Figure 6c. This comparison shows a clear correlation between the 
initial work function Φ0 of the substrate and the eventual ΔΦ, namely, a higher ΔΦ can be 
achieved for lower Φ0. More interestingly, it is possible to identify two different slopes in this 
correlation, i.e., there is a steeper slope for semiconductors than that for metals. We assign 
this difference, tentatively, to the fact that the (change of) surface band-bending at interfaces 
with semiconductors contributes to the final ΔΦ.[22] Additionally, the weak dependence of ΔΦ 
to the Φ0 of metallic substrate points to the existence of Fermi-level pinning. Our H-Si(111) 
substrate interfaced with F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ exhibit a large ΔΦ (around 1.6 eV), 
which is slightly smaller than the ones achieved for polar ZnO substrates, as ZnO can feature 
much larger induced surface band bending. However, inevitable defect formation, which 
induces chemisorption and property-instability, significantly limits the practical usage of ZnO 
substrates.[23] In contrast, H-Si(111) does not exhibit pronounced thermal and chemical 
degradation, having a high degree of stability in ambient atmosphere, deionized water or even 
highly acidic or highly basic solutions.[24] Hence, hybrid interfaces based on H-Si(111) are 
good candidates for further research and the development of advanced 
optoelectronic/electronic devices. 
Conclusions In this work, we have demonstrated the adsorption behavior of F4-TCNQ and 
F6-TCNNQ on H-Si(111) at different packing densities and their associated interplay with the 
electronic structure and charge rearrangements of the interfaces. Although it is widely 
assumed that F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ show similar characteristics at these interfaces, our 
present work identifies significant differences in the behavior of these molecules with respect 
to molecular configuration, island growth characteristics, and the degree of electronic 
reconstruction. We show from theory that F4-TCNQ prefers a long-tilted conformation and 
F6-TCNNQ adopts a short-tilted conformation on the first layer interacting with pristine H-
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Si(111). The densely packed structures are favored by molecule-molecule interactions, which 
dominate at high packing densities. For multilayer structures, the intralayer interactions are 
much stronger in F6-TCNNQ than F4-TCNQ, while the interlayer interactions are comparable. 
In the case of F6-TCNNQ, 80% of the intralayer interaction stems from vdW interactions, 
which are twice stronger than for F4-TCNQ. The calculated ΔΦ at higher packing densities is 
mainly due to the absence of any molecular dipole induced by deformation and the we find 
that the second layer still contributes to ΔΦ. For F6-TCNNQ we also observe an increased 
charge transfer per area at high packing densities. Temperature is shown to further increase 
ΔΦ by a couple of hundreds of meV, which is stems from interplay of the electronic structure 
with the nuclear vibrations in the rather flexible molecular layers.  
The theoretical predictions enlighten different aspects of measurements that were 
conducted in these interfaces. In particular, SFM measurements confirm the existence of tall 
islands consistent with SK island growth for F6-TCNNQ. For F4-TCNQ, only smoother 
multilayer structures were observed. Our theoretical results suggest that the much stronger 
intermolecular intralayer interaction of F6-TCNNQ (if compared to F4-TCNQ) in densely-
packed structures can explain this different behavior. Despite the complexity of these 
interfaces in experiment, the absolute values of ΔΦ calculated for pristine interfaces compare 
well to the measured ones. The higher ΔΦ in the F6-TCNNQ interface observed 
experimentally can be related to the calculated larger amount of charge transfer per area in 
this interface, if compared to F4-TCNQ.  
The findings presented here compose a very comprehensive assessment of the nuclear 
and electronic structure of these interfaces, providing further evidence that the nuclear 
structure can be almost as important as the chemical composition to define the electronic 
properties of such systems. In particular, such studies involving multilayer organic structures 
and the decomposition of the interaction energy in different components can identify the 
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physical effects that induce molecular aggregation. This paves the way to a better control and 
design of highly efficient organic/inorganic hybrid systems for device applications. 
Methods 
Theoretical methods: All calculations presented were based on DFT.[25] The PBE 
generalized gradient approximation[26] functional was used for structure pre-relaxation, and 
the hybrid HSE06[14] functional was used for the post-relaxation and electronic properties, 
within the framework of the all-electron, numeric atom-centered electronic-structure package 
FHI-aims[13]. For the PBE calculations, "tight" basis sets and numerical settings were used, 
while for HSE06 we used the "LVL-intermediate" settings in the FHI-aims package. All 
calculations include many-body dispersion interactions (MBD).[15] The dipole correction was 
employed to prevent the artificial electrostatic interactions between the periodic supercells.[27] 
A 10 × 10 × 1 k-point sampling was used for the (1 × 1) H-Si(111) slab and scaled 
appropriately for larger supercells to guarantee consistent convergence. Five double-layers of 
Si(111) surface with H passivated on the top and bottom Si layers were considered for our 
model slabs, and a vacuum width of 100 Å was used. We emphasize that especially for 
multilayer systems, our setup with a large vacuum region was necessary. We checked that for 
the interfaces we are considering, all electrostatic effects are included in the simulation cells, 
due to the high DOS around the VBM (see SI). Two double layers of Si at the bottom were 
fixed, while the rest of Si layers, as well as the two H layers, were allowed to fully relax. The 
adsorption energy is defined as %& = 	 (%)*++ − %-*.) − /01+%01+)//01+  and the energy 
difference for multilayer structures is calculated as 4% = %567 − %5 − %01+  where %5  is the 
total energy of the interface containing i organic layers and %01+ is the total energy of the 
isolated molecule.  
Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the interface between i-
PI[28] and FHI-aims, in the NVT ensemble using a stochastic velocity-rescaling thermostat[29] 
and a 0.5 fs time-step. In these simulations we considered 8 Si layers in the slab and fixed 
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only the bottom two. We thermalized the systems for 2 ps and gathered statistics from 
subsequent 10 ps of simulations in each case. For the zigzag configuration of 2-layers of F4-
TCNQ adsorbed on H-Si(111), we have chosen a few conformations from our PBE+MBD 
simulations and calculated the Φ with the HSE06+MBD functional. The correlation between 
these two values is shown in the Figure S7a in SI. The relationship is very close to linear over 
a wide range of values, and represents a shift of 0.11 eV. From our calculations, we also know 
that for the clean H-Si(111) surface, changing from PBE to HSE06 corresponds to a Φ 
increase of about 0.3 eV. We have therefore rigidly shifted our distributions to reflect these 
ΔΦ values with the HSE06. The structure changes related with temperature were also plotted 
in Figure S7b in SI. 
Sample preparation and PES measurements: All the experiments were performed at 
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany. The Si(111) samples (ND1013-1014 cm-3) were 
sonicated in isopropanol and acetone for 10 min each, before they were immersed in a 40 % 
NH4F solution for 800 s, to remove the surface oxide layer and saturate the remaining 
dangling bonds with hydrogen. Afterwards the samples were transferred to an UHV system 
(base pressure 10-9 mbar) as fast as possible (air exposure <5 min). They were annealed at 
400°C to remove remaining surface contaminations. Most photoelectron spectroscopy 
characterizations were done using an Omicron 75 hemispherical energy analyzer with an 
energy resolution of 150 meV. As excitation sources, the K radiation (1253.69 eV) of a 
magnesium anode was used for XPS and the He I radiation (21.21 eV) of a Helium-discharge 
lamp was used for UPS. During SECO measurements a voltage of -10 V was applied between 
sample and analyzer. Additional high resolution XPS spectra were recorded at a JEOL JPS-
9030, employing monochromatized Al K radiation (1486.58 eV). The molecules were 
evaporated from resistively heated quartz crucibles and their nominal thickness was 
determined from a quartz-crystal microbalance.  
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Scanning force microscopy: The SFM measurements were performed with a Bruker 
Dimension Icon with Scan-Asyst. All measurements were performed in air, employing 
PeakForce Tapping mode and ScanAsyst-Air cantilevers. The data were evaluated with 
Gwyddion.[30] 
 
Supporting Information  
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
 
All of calculations can be found in the NOMAD repository: 
http://dx.doi.org/10.17172/NOMAD/2018.10.05-1 
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Figure 1. Schematic energy-level diagram for free molecules (F4-TCNQ or F6-TCNNQ) and 
H-Si(111), determined by different functionals, a) HSE06 and b) PBE. The band gap of H-
Si(111) calculated by HSE06, 1.28 eV, is closer to the experimental value of 1.17 eV.[18] 
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Figure 2. Structure and adsorption energy. a) Side views of the prevalent configurations after 
complete relaxation for F4-TCNQ(F6-TCNNQ)/H-Si(111) for different adsorption packing 
densities, θp. β is the tilt angle between the symmetry axis of the adsorbed molecule and the z-
direction. The adsorption energy is marked by red spheres for b) F4-TCNQ and c) F6-
TCNNQ as a function of θp. Green squares (blue triangles) are the energies of the interaction 
between molecules and substrate (intermolecular interaction). Red, yellow, and green areas 
show the most stable lying-down, short and long-tilted configurations, respectively. The 
considered supercells corresponding to the different θp with their different adsorption phases 
as well as adsorption energies are listed in the Table S1 in SI.  
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Figure 3. Morphologies for several adsorbed layers. a) The profile of parallel and zigzag 
stacking of F4-TCNQ (left panel) and F6-TCNNQ (right panel). b) The adsorption energy per 
molecular layer of F4-TCNQ (left) and F6-TCNNQ (right). The squares and triangles 
represent parallel and zigzag stacking of molecules. The cross corresponds to 33.3% packing 
in the first layer. c) Decomposition into interlayer (green) and intralayer (blue) of the layer 
adsorption energies shown in panel b). 
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Figure 4. Electronic properties of F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111) calculated with the HSE06 
functional including many-body dispersion corrections. The xy-plane integrated charge 
density rearrangement, Δρ, upon the adsorption for a) low and b) high θp. c) Calculated PDOS 
at low (bottom panel) and high (upper panel) θp. Black, blue, and red lines are the PDOS of H, 
Si, and molecules, respectively. d) The PDOS of each molecular layer in the zigzag model. 
The solid and dashed curves represent the spin-up and spin-down channels in both c) and d), 
and vertical lines indicate the Fermi level. e) The molecule-induced ΔΦ for different 
adsorption packing density and number of layers from simulations. Circles indicate the lying-
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down configuration at a packing density of 5%, and from the molecule tilted with the long-
axis (F4-TCNQ) and short-axis (F6-TCNNQ) at a packing density of 25%. Triangles and 
squares indicate the configurations with zigzag and parallel stacking in the adsorbed 
multilayers, respectively. f) The probability density of ΔΦ for the bare H-Si(111) surface 
(blue line), one- (red) and two-adlayer of zigzag configuration (green) of F4-TCNQ on H-
Si(111). Dashed lines mark the static ΔΦ at 0 K and the ΔΦ distribution at 300 K. 
 
                
 
 
Figure 5. SFM images of nominally 1.2 nm F4-TCNQ and F6-TCNNQ on H-Si(111), with 
associated height profiles. 
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Figure 6. a) High resolution XPS spectra of the N 1s core level of nominally 1.2 nm of F4-
TCNQ and 1.6 nm of F6-TCNNQ on H-Si(111). Two chemical states can be differentiated, 
the one at higher binding energy (green) stemming from neutral molecules and the one at 
lower binding energy (red) stemming from negatively charged molecules. b) ΔΦ at different 
coverages. The zero was shifted by the respective measured band-bending of the clean surface 
in each case. c) A comparison of initial substrate Φ and molecule-induced ΔΦ for the 
available data from previous experiments, with data of the present study denoted by red 
spheres. The triangle and diamond symbols correspond to semiconducting and metallic 
substrates.  
	
	
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Work function changes (ΔΦs) and its contributions due to the molecular dipole 
(ΔΦMD) and interface charge rearrangement (ΔΦCR) at low and high packing density for both 
F4-TCNQ/H-Si(111) and F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111) adsorbed systems. 
 
system packing density 
(θp) 
ΔΦ 
(eV) 
ΔΦMD 
(eV) 
ΔΦCR 
(eV) 
F4-TCNQ/H-Si(111) Low - 5% 0.65 -0.12 0.83 
High - 25% 0.97 0 0.88 
F6-TCNNQ/H-Si(111) Low - 5% 0.80 -0.15 0.91 
High - 25% 1.59 0 1.58 
 
 
